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Capitalism is the basic tenet of the United States.
That is, the economic, political, and social arrangement is
based on exploitation of the majority of the nation's people
for the profit of an elite. The proletariet(i.e., sellers
of their labor power in exchange for a wage)are an essential
element of the capitalist system. That is to say, without
myriads of individuals existing at the lower end of the eco¬
nomic strata, the aforementioned system would not be functional
for the few that exploit the many. This is commonly referred
to as the condiut theory of welfare economics.
One of the outstanding characteristics of capitalist
economic systems is that tremendous personal monetary fortiuies
coexist v/ith indescribable poverty. It has historically
been characterized by great inequalities in the distribution
of income and wealth. Again, this is no accident. A significant
degree of income inequality is functionally essential
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to the capitalist mode of production. The "ethical principle"
used to justify the capitalist method of distributing in¬
income is »'to each according to what he owns or produces".
Each individual receives income in the form of payments
"Capitalism and Inequality" in Richard C. Edwards, Michael
Reich, and Thomas E. Weiskopf, eds., The Capitalist System (New
Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1972), p. 126.
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for the use of his/her "factors of production", that is,
the labor power and the physical means of production that
s/he owns. The magnitude of these payments depend on the
individuals value in the production process—how much they
contribute to the market value of production. Therefore,
the income received by any individual depends both on the
quantity of the factors of production s/he owns and on the
price which these factors command in the market. Inequali¬
ties in income can result either from unequal ownership of
factors of production or from unequal prices paid for those
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factors. The elimination of the capitalist economic doctrine
would benefit the exploited masses enourmously, because it
would mean a much more equitable distribution of wealth and
access to resources. Unfortunately, it is the wealthy
individuals who possess the political and economic power to
determine what economic system is "best" for the country,
C, Wright Mills has coined the Phrase, the "power eliteU
to refer to the individuals who happen to be at the top of
the organizations which dominate society. According to Mills,
the power elite is composed of ordinary men whose positions
enable them to transcend the ordinary environments of ordi¬
nary men and women; they are in command of the major hier¬
archies and organizations of modern society. They rule
the big organizations, run the machinery of the state, and
^Ibid,. p, 127,
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determine its prerogatives. They direct the military esta¬
blishment and occupy the strategic command posts of the social
structure•
Mills contends that there are three distinct levels
of power and influence in American society.
At the top of the hierarchy is the power elite, which
operates invisibly but makes informal decisions on the
most vital matters of public policy. The second level
consists of a diversified plurality of interest groups
which operate visibly but make decisions of lesser im¬
portance, primarily through the lobbying and legislative
process in Congress, At the third and lowest level is
mass society, consisting of almost powerless individual
citizens who have little direct influence over decisions
and who are /often unaware that decisions are being made
at all .3
Hence, the "best" system continues to flourish—but
so does widespread poverty, economic exploitation, discri¬
mination, and racism, among other of the deplorable facets
of American society that Blacks and other oppressed minori¬
ties have to face on a daily basis. One can rest assured
that none of these adverse societal conditions are affecting
(negatively)the lives of the few v;ho hold the r eins of
society, however. They continue to live among lavish com¬
fort, Their interpretations of social problems then are
undoubtedly oriented toward self and class interests, for
if they were truly thinking in terms of the masses(as "democracy"
advocates so allege), the existing economic system would
have been eradicated long ago, and a more equitable and
^Michael Mckee and Ian Robertson, Social Problems (New
York; Random House, Inc,, 1975)» P* 227,
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humanistic one implemented in its place.
This explosive and inegalitarian arrangement character¬
izes all institutions in the United States. The focal point
of this particular analysis will be the United States
systems of so-called correctional institutions; including
the state and federal prisons and the dynamics, processes,
and philosophical premises on which they have historically
operated and continue to operate. The relevancy of this
matter in terms of Blacks and other oppressed groups is
clear v;hen we observe that Black people(estimated by most
V/hite demographers to be 13 percent of the total population)
comprise, as of 1978, over 66,8 percent of the prison popu¬
lation in the United States, Obviously, something is
severely out of context in the social fabric. In the state
of Georgia, approximately 25 percent of the residents are
Black, Yet, of the 10,111 inmates in state prisons as of
August, 1974» 60 percent were Black, Of the male prisoner
population, 60 percent were Black, in spite of the fact
that Black men account for only 25 percent of the Georgia
male population. For Black women the figures are similar.
They account for 65 percent of the women in custody, yet
only 27 percent of the Georgia female population,^
At the time of the "prison riot" at Attica Prison
(New York), the inmate population was 2,250; 85 percent were
^Georgia Advisory Committee to the United States Commission
on Civil Rights, Georgia Prisons (Washington; U,S. Government
Printing Office, 1976), p, 4»
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Black and Puerto Rican. 18 percent of California's residents
are Black and Mexican, but 47,5 percent of the state's
prisoners are Black or Mexican. 12,8 percent of the state
of Illinois is Black, while 52 percent of the state's
prison population is Black, in 1968, Blacks and Puerto Ricans
made up 13 percent of New York state's population, yet 68
percent of the prisoner population.^ These figures fairly
well typify the general prison populations in the United
States, in terms of Third World/White ratio.
The issues to be analyzed here include: who defines
crime and criminality, and what political and socioeconomic
factors play influential roles? How viable is the entire
criminal justice system as it applies to Third World people;
especially in terms of its theoretical orientation vs. its
actual implementation? Are the treatment models and theories
that correctional institutions apply based on the tradi¬
tional deficit paradigms that "blame the victim", or do
they adhere to more humanistic non-deficit models that promote
the capacity for realistic transcendence to an increased
quality of life? All of these questions will be critically
examined in terms of the salient implications they have
in relation to oppressed Third World groups, who are—in the
vast majority of cases that apply—the victims.
This analysis will undoubtedly contribute to knowledge
5 Report of the National Commission on Civil Disorders
(New York; E.P, Dutton 8c Co,, 1968), p, 2, in Kim Yvette St.
Bernard, "Blacks and the Penal System" (Substantive Paper,
School of Social V/ork, Atlanta University, 1977).
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building and practice, especially in terms of understanding
from a more accurate perspective, various societally-induced
problems of Third World people. Primarily, it will illustrate—
on the basis of the non-deficit paradigm—that the knowledge
foundation on which the majority of the correctional insti¬
tutions operate, are superannuated, ill-defined, and merely
serve as mechanisms for suppressing minority groups and
maintaining the exploitative/oppressive status quo, A more
appropriate frame of reference will be utilized for this
analysis; one which transcends the inherent limitations of
the Western(in terms of global hemisphere)concepts and models
which are inceessantly and erroneously applied to Third World
people. At present, White/Eurocentric/Aryan social scientists
and behavioral practitioners design intervention models
specifically in accordance with adhering to the direction
of a blatantly racist society, as well as any rules, re¬
gulations, laws or standards which are necessary for that
maintenance. In essence, reality has been conceptualized by
band of Aryans "^who possess no legitimate conceptual frame
of reference whatsoever from which to obtain a significant
insight or interpretation of the Black/Afrocentric perspec¬
tive,
^ James A, Banks and Jean D, Grambs, Black Self-Concept
(New York: McGraw-Hill Co,, 1972), p, 156,
The terms, Aryan, White, Eurocentric, and Euro-American
will be used interchangibly here. They refer to the descendents
of the European colonizers who purged the Afrikan continent as
far back as 4500 B.C, This is what created and continues to
perpetuate oppressive situations for people of color throughout
the world.
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For purposes of elucidation, consider the case of
Daniel P, Moynihan, the psuedo-intellectual senator of
New York who at one time served as a high-echelon advisor
to the President during the Johnson Administration. Moyni¬
han, who epitomizes the racist politician of the modern
era, submitted his interpretation of the problems of the
g
"negro family", as well as his expert recommendations for
addressing the situation. His report, which served as a
basis for federal social policy, included the following:
The Black society is in the process of deterioration, at
the heart of which is the Black family. In addition, he
contended that the Black family was caught up in a tangle
of pathology which perpetuated itself through a vicious cycle
which could be broken v;hen the "distortions" in the Black
q
family life were corrected.^
As evidence of his verification process, he presented
the following data:a) nearly a quarter of urban black
marriages are dissolved, b) nearly a quarter of Black births
are "illegitimate", c) nearly one-fourth of Black families
are headed by females, and d) the breakdown of the Black
family has lead to a tremendous increase in welfare depen¬
dency. He stated that the roots of the problem are to be
found in the heritage of slavery, the social position of the
Black man, urnanization, poverty, unemployment, and inadequate
® John F. Kain, Pace and Poverty (New Jersey: Prentice
Hall, Inc., 1969), p. 36.
^ Banks and Grambs, op.cit.. p. 151 •
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wages. He also asserted that the structure of the Black
family is weakened by the pathology of the matriarchy, the
"failure cycle" of Black youth, crime rates and delinquency,
the low position of the Black wage earner in the job market,
and "the effects of drug addiction". He concluded that a
national effort toward the problems of Black Americans must
be directed toward the question of family structure; the
objective being to "strengthen the Black family so as to
enable it to raise and support its members as do other
families"!*^ In one of the most shocking compare/contrast
allegations in the Moynihan thesis, he reported:
...there is one truly great discontinuity in family
structure in the United States at the present time:
that between the Vi^hite world ingeneral, and that of
the negro American. The white family has achieved a
high degree of stability and is maintaining that sta¬
bility, By contrast, the family structure of lower
class negros is highly unstable, and in many urban
centers is approaching a complete breakdown."! 1
The manner in which Moynihan presented his facts for the
Department of Labor's Office of Policy Planning and Research
clearly illustrate -the distorted, deficit worldviews and
intervention principles espoused by high level policymakers
in the United States. As a result of his contaminated con¬
ceptions of reality, his "official" report obscured the fact
that Black families have maintained a remarkable degree of
of stability despite the widespread discrimination practiced
against Blacks and other minority groups. He de-emphasized
Ibid. Kain, on. cit.. p. 39.
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the fact that a majority of Black marriages are stable,
that three-fourths of Black births are "legitimate", and
that males do head three-fourths of Black families. He
also neglected to mention that forced marriages and abor¬
tions are rare in the Black community because of economic
instability, and how this affects the disparity between
"illegitimate" and "legitimate" births among Blacks and
12
V/hites, The astonishing result was that Moynihan clearly
placed the responsibility for the existing problems in the
Black community to the deteriorating conditions of the
Black family. Ironically, the major factors that he him¬
self identifies occur outside of the Black family structure.
In light of that, it is simply not within the power of the
Black community to combat—on a significant scale—the mass
discrimination practiced against it in the areas of salary,
occupation, general employment, etc. The Moynihan report
is a perfect example of how so-called intellectuals and
13
experts such as Moynihan, Jensen, and Shockley misinterpret
the Black experience and make remedial recommendations that
are thoroughly inadequate and inapplicable.
Similar deficit modalities are employed in United States
correctional institutions.
These models represent a paradigm of human behavior
in v/hich causation is invariably related to alleged
Banks and Grambs, op.cit., p. 151*
Arthur Jensen and William Shockley are two of the
leading advocates of the hypothesis that claims Black people are
intellectually inferior to V/hites .
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negative and pathological qualities of the victim.
The victim is blamed for being the cause of
his deficiencies rather than the many structural
inadequacies of the broader environment, i.e., "the
system"
Some of the salient modalities and interventive strategies
presently implemented in prisons will be analyzed, and their
applicability to Third World people will be ascertained,
America's prisons are euphemistically referred to
as "correctional institutions", but one cannot help but
wonder—who needs to be corrected; the inhabit!tants of
these life-sapping structures, or the individuals who formu¬
late the policies, plans, and "treatment" models to be
implemented within them?
^ Lloyd Yabura, "The Importance of Non-Deficit and
Deficit Theories for the Educational Program of the Atlanta
University School of Social Work".-r( Atlanta University,
1976 ),pp, 3, 4.
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CHAPTER II
POLITICAL, SOCIAL, AND ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS OF
UNITED STATES CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS
Heretofore, only vague definitions have been provided
as to the theoretical premises of deficit and non-deficit
theories, A brief discussion of these concepts will faci¬
litate their future application to various areas of concern,
Non-Deficit theories are paradigms of human behavior
that capture the life experiences from a perspective
that does not blame the person or group for real or
or imaginary weaknesses. As a wholistic view of human
behavior, non-deficit models attempt to transcend
traditional medical, clinical, and behavioral paradigms
that interpret human life in terms of pathological de¬
ficiencies and serve to obscure human strengths and
the capacity for their transcendence. The deficit model,
on the other hand, essentially blames the victim for
being the cause of his inadequacies, rather than the
intrinsic deficiencies of the social structure. This
model leads social work/behavioral practitioners to
invariably emphasize and feature models of adapting
and "coping" to oppressive and hostile environments,
placing very little emphasis on structural change,'
It becomes readily apparent that there is an ideological
discrepancy between the deficit and non-deficit worldviews;
namely, one blames various social and personal inadequacies
on "the victim" and the other holds that various dysfunc¬
tional characteristics of the social fabric are to be held
culpable.




is the idea of the functionalist vs. the conflict perspec¬
tive of society. In terms of discerning the disagreements
between the functional aind conflict models, they can be
summarized as follows:
1• Functionalists view society as a social system
v/ith various needs of its own which must be met if
the needs and desires of its members are to be met.
Conflict theories tend to view society more as the
setting within various struggles take place,
2, The governing bodies of every society—the state—
are viewed by functionalists as value neutral agencies
within which various struggles take place. The con¬
flict perspective sees the state as a most important
agent participating in the struggle on the part of one
side or another. Conflict theories emphasize coercion
(usually in the form of law or war-making social in-
stitutions)as the chief factor undergirding and main¬
taining social institutions such as private property,
slavery, and other institutions which give rise to
unequal rights and privileges. Functionalists have
argued that coercion plays only a minor role and that
inequality arises as a necessary consequence of the
fact that there is a general consensus within society
on its most important values,
3, Social inequality, in the conflict view, arises
because of the operation of coercive institutions,
which lay great emphasis on force, fraud, and inheri¬
tance as the chief avenues for obtaining rights and
privileges. Functionalists have stressed things such
as hard work, innate talent, and selection by others
as the route by which economic advantages are to be
obtained by some and not by others.
4, The conflict perspective sees social inequality
as being a chief source of social conflict. Function¬
alists generally attempt to minimize the existence of
social conflict and see whatever conflict there is
as stemming from man's nature, not from the structured
inequality of society,
5, Conflict theories regard the state and law as in¬
struments of oppression employed by the ruling classes
for their own benefit. Functionalists see them as organs
of the total society, acting basically to promote the
common good.
6, Functionalists tend to regard the concept of social
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class as a heuristic device calling attention to
aggregations of people with certain common character¬
istics. Conflict theorists are inclined to view
classes as social groups with distinctive interests
which inevitably bring them into conflict with groups
with opposed interests,
7. Both functional and conflict theorists seem to
understand the consequences which particular social events
have for society. The functionalist analysis generally
stops when consequences have been described. The
conflict analysis goes on to ask v/ho benefits from the
established social relations that produce those events,
8 . V/hether they are studying, .'.social class, or de¬
viant behavior, the functionalists typically ask
what function it serves; the conflict approach adds:
for whom is it functional? 2
The importance of these various disagreements is best
indicated when examining particular social phenomena. It
should be stressed that the concepts used, the questions
asked, and the empirical data gathered at any point in time
are all conditioned by the worldview/perspective being
adhered to by an individual or group. Hence, the deficit
premise that every element in a society contributes to
its functioning—as put forth by proponents of functionalist
theory—would be challenged by conflict theorists, who
would vehemently reject the notion that systematic suppression
of human beings serve a positive function. The unrealistic
views of the functionalists(e,g,, society as a well-integrated
configuration of elements and its manifestations resting
on the consensus of its members)clearly illustrate the
emphasis thatUnited States policymakers put on maintenance
of the oppressive status quo as opposed to humanistic social
Lloyd Yabura, "Towards a More ’Grounded* Understanding




The primary advantages to he had from adhering to
to the conflict rather than the functionalist/equilihrium
model of society are:
(1) it raises questions which are most applicable to
the more real conditions of Black people;(2) it pre¬
cipitates questions which are more relevant to critical
issues of today—like racism, economic and political
exploitation, war, unemployment, genocide;(3) it directs
our attention to those variables which are most impor¬
tant in determining the events in men's lives3,,.
Again, the superordinate/oppressive Aryan society members
are presently in the political and economic positions to
control significant policy initiatives, so it is much more
likely that a deficit social paradigm will continue to
be the prevalent interventive worldview in the United States,
American society is characterized by various insti-
tutionsCprisons, for instance)that serve as mechanisms
for maintenance and control of the status quo. These in¬
stitutions typify the aforementional "functionalist" model
of operation. The American prisons and the criminal
justice system are classic examples of the Westernized
emphasis placed on systems maintenance. In addition, they
are supposedly legitimized by the concept of criminal
lav/ and all it connotes,
Sutherland and Cressey have identified the essential
characteristics of criminal law as involving politicality,
specificity, uniformity, and penal sanction. These are
3 Ibid., p, 1
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the components identified in legal theory. In other words,
they are the elements of criminal law which would be pre¬
sent in a completely rational, ideal system of criminal
statutes. The law in practice can and does depart from
these characteristics,^
Politicality means that the criminal laws originate
through the processes of the state rather than some private
organization or group. Only those mandates promulgated by
legislatures of the state and its subdivisions constitute
criminal laws. Thus, the regulations of labor unions,
social organizations, college faculties, etc, do not qualify
as criminal statutes, even though they often show a simi¬
larity to the rules created by legislative processes.
Specificity as a characteristic of criminal law implies
that criminal statutes provide strict definitions of par¬
ticular acts which constitute crimes. In turn, those acts
which are not clearly and unmistakenly included in descrip¬
tions of crimes within the statutes are not to be designated
as crimes. In practice, however, specificity turns out to
be a matter of degree. Some laws, for example, are rela¬
tively broad and general in language, e,g,, laws involving
"vagrancy", "disorderly conduct" or Juvenile delinquency
definitions which list "immorality" and "ungovernability"
as forms of delinquent behavior. Uniformity as a feature of
criminal acts refers to the effort to specify crimes and
4
Edwin H, Sutherland and Donald R, Cressey, Principles
of Criminology (Philadelphia: J.B. Lippencott Co,, 1966),
pp. 5-9.
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invoke sanctions against it in an even-handed fashion.
Criminal laws supposedly do not contain exclusionary pro¬
visions allowing some categories of individuals to be treated
different from other groups who have committed similar
violations. Instead, criminal liability is supposed to
be uniform for all, irrespective of social background or
social status. Needless to say, the principle of uniformity
breaks down at many points. Law enforcement processes are
not uniformly administered by any means, nor are judicial
decisions always free from irrelevant considerations of
background variations or social influence. Finally, penal
sanctions as an aspect of criminal law means that penalties
are specified for violations of the statutes. Laws declare
that certain acts are forbidden or required and that viola¬
tors of the law will be punished in some way.
The gravest problem in dealing with the racist criminal
justice and correctional system lies in the fact that it
is totally controlled by the dominant Aryan society members.
This is the case in spite of the extremely disproportionate
niuuber of Third World inmates in America’s prisons. While
it may be argued that it is in everyone's interest to control
grossly abberant behavior, this does not obviate the fact
that imprisonment itself results from the use of a system
that is differentially applied to various segments of society.
To the extent that it is used to control actions whose re-
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prehensible nature is generally agreed upon, the fact that
the correctional/criminal justice systems are utilized to
ehhance the interests of one group(Aryans)at the expense
of another groupCpeople of color)is obscured and leaves the
impression that the legal system is truly indifferentially
applied to.all—and that is a far cry from reality,^ The
prison represents a set of social doctrines which form the
basic conceptual tools used to organize and make rational
the treatment and "character” of inmates. That is to say,
through doctrine, the inmate becomes a type of person
who is admirably suited to the kind of rationale the state
has found necessary in legitimizing its coercive activities.
Two conditions—one political, the other economic—serve
as the-bases of the doctrine of the penitentiary system.
One is that it operates within a state that provides and
recognizes full equality of all its members. Secondly,
those who fail in their political obligations do so be¬
cause... they lack the full capability that the doctrine
of the state requires of its franchised members. In
other words, under these conditions, the coercion of
individuals is not force, but "authority". As long as
the conditions hold...the penitentiary is based on a
valid theory of crime and its treatment.'
Neither of these conditions hold, hold however. The first
fails because a full relationship of equality, despite an
ideology of universal suffrage, has not been obtained among
those groups that make up the largest proportion of the
prison population, especially when the relative size of the
entire populations are considered. The second condition
^ William Fried and Joan Smith, The Uses of the American
Prison (Massachusetts: D.C. Heath & CoT^ 1974)f P« xiii.
^
Ibid., p. xvi. "^Ibid.. p. 24.
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under discussion fails because it is precisely the policies
and propensities of the state that produce those conditions
that, it is claimed, "causes" crime. Thus, the legitimacy
of the prison system is destroyed on its own terms by the
O
political and economic conditions within v;hich it must operate.
To further emphasize this point, consider the rela¬
tionship between the "ghetto delinquent" and the total American
society as illustrated by Kenneth B, Clark:
The overt delinquent, the acting-out rebel, on the
other hand, seeks his salvation in defiant, aggressive,
and in the end, self-destructive forms. Because the
larger society has clearly rejected him, he rejects—
or appears to reject—the values, the aspirations, and
the techniques of that society. His concious or un-
concious argument is that he cannot hope to win
meaningful self-esteem through the avenues ordinarily
available to more to more privileged individuals.
These avenues have been blocked for him through inade¬
quate education, through job discrimination, and through
a system of social and political pov/er which is not
responsive to his needs,,,such rebels are scornful of
what they consider the hypocrisy and dishonesty of the
larger society. They point to the corruption and
criminal behavior among respected middle-class whites.
Almost every delinquent or marginal adolescent in a
negro urban ghetto claims to know where and how the
corrupt policemen accept graft from the numbers runners
and the pimps,,,The close association,,,of criminals
and the police is the pattern of day-to-day life in
the ghetto as these young people come to accept it.
Not only do they not respect the police, but they see
the police as part of their own total predicament.
Large numbers of other ghetto youth, however, are
caught up in the paradox of the ghetto unable to resolve
their personal conflicts either in positive or
socially acceptable forms of adjustment or in direct
or assertive antisocial behavior,,,as adults they
live out lives they feel helpless to change, in a
kin4 of unstable equilibrium, aware of their plight,
yet accepting it,^
O
° Fried and Smith, on.cit.. pp, 24, 25.
^ Kenneth Clark, Dark Ghetto (New York: Harper and
Row, 1965)» PP» 13-14*
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Grosser describes the prison in terms of a social
system. As a social organization, the prison can be con¬
ceptually viewed, in relation to society as a service
organization, supported by the dominant community largely
for the purpose of maintaining order and not for the production
of any goods which yield the individual or the community
an economic return,The prison is claimed to be a means
of "safegaurding" other institutions of society. This is
where the critical paradox exists. It would be extremely
interesting to objectively determine how a prison is
classified as a societal safeguard when it has been demon¬
strated to be an instrument for the maintenance of oppressive
edicts.
The prison is in a luiique position in terms of
neutralizing demands to institute a more socially equitable
and indifferential system. It is noncompetitive in the sense
that no other organization challenges it directly. The
prison therefore does not need to maintain competitive
standards, adapt itself rapidly to technological progress,
or respond to fluctuations of market conditions. Nor is it
as immediately dependent on the good will, benevolence,
or loyalty of a group of sponsors or followers, as are
many other nonprofit organizations. The prison attempts
to justify its existence by fulfilling a legal mandate,
which like most legal mandates sets a base below which
achievement cannot fail, but does not require the achieve-
Lawrence Hazelrigg, Prison Within Society (New York:
Doubleday Publishing Co,, 1968), p, 4»
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ment of ever higher aims. This gives prison management
a certain flexibility in decisions, for the organization
is relatively independent of the continuous and intensive
public scrutiny of success standards that often govern the
1 1
existence of other institutions.
The criminal justice system complements the correc¬
tional system in the oppression of Third World people.
Herbert Gans elucidates the injustices and discriminatory
modus operandi of the United States criminal justice system
in his essay that addresses "the functions of povertyu
Gans alleges that:
The poor can be identified and punished as alleged or
-real deviants in order to uphold the legitimacy of
conventional norms. To justify the desirability of
hard work, thrift, honesty, and monogamy, for example,
the defenders of these norms must be able to find
people who can be accused of being lazy, spendthrift,
dishonest, and promiscuous...the poor are about as law-
abiding as anyone else,(but)they are more likely than
their middle-class transgressors to be caught and pu¬
nished when they participate in deviant acts. Moreover,
they lack the political and cultural power to correct
the stereotypes that other people hold of them and
thus continue to be thought of as lazy, spendthrift,etc.
by those who need living proof that moral deviance does
not pay.12
Another prime example of the inegalitarian nature of
the United States criminal justice system i® the prolifer¬
ation of the phenomenon known as "white-collar" crime.
This refers to crime that is committed by middle and
upper-class people in the course of their daily business
activities—the bank president who embezzles funds.
' ■
Ibid., p. 11 .
Herbert J, Gans, "The Uses of Poverty: the Poor Pay
All" in Judson R. Landis, ed.. Current Perspectives on Social
Problems (California: Wadsworth Publishing Co., 1973), P. 234.
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the physician who performs unnecessary operations, or the
businessman who cheats on his income tax, V/hite collar
crime is very likely to be invisible and usually goes
undetected and unpunished, Whe'n it is detected and punish¬
ment meted out, the criminals usually get off with light
sentences or fines because they are viewed as "respected’*
or "prominent" people who would not intentionally do some¬
thing illegal. It is usually concluded that the perpetuators
"accidently" got involved in cheating on their income tax,
accepting kickbacks for favors, false advertising, fixing
1X
prices, or embezzling from the company,
The classis study in white-collar crime which clearly
pointed to the "blindspot" in criminological thought is
Edwin Sutherland’s White Collar Crime, Sutherland examined
70 major corporations whose average life span was 45 years.
His investigation focused on several types of violations
including restraint of trade, false advertisement, infringe¬
ment of patents, trademarks, and copyrights, and unfair
labor practices. Each of the 70 corporations had one or
more decisions against it, with a maximxira of 50, There
were a total of 980 decisions, an average of I4 per corpora¬
tion, Although 779 of these decisions were clearly crimes,
most violations were treated as if they were not crimes(by
adjudicating administrative boards). The most significant
contribution of Sutherland's book is that he was able to
Landis, op,cit,, p. 53*
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empirically demonstrate that people in the upper echelons
of the opportunity structure—who are not associated with
poverty—deliberately and systematically commit crimes,
His study indicated that a pattern of crime existed outside
the realm of crime theories presently adhered to. The
major paradigms of criminological thought, however, have
not assimilated the findings, but instead have largely
ignored them.
These deliberate, "professional" offenders go to
prison so infrequently, they hardly affect the statistics
on crime. Prison populations generally reflect only that
part of the "criminal" world that is not smart, rich, or
lucky enough to stay out of Jail, When abducted by law
officials(police), a grim picture again exists for the
poor offender. While the rich obtain competent and expen¬
sive legal aid, the poor are at an appalling disadvantage.
Even if they are innocent in a particular situation, they
cannot afford to hire an extremely proficient lawyer, A
court-appointed lawyer may take a sincere interest in
their case, but it is more likely that he will not. The
poor defendant can not put up bail, and regardless of the
facts of the case, the individual who is. not out on bail
faces a greater probability of being convicted than the
one who enters the courtroom through the front door. If
there is a delay between his arrest and aquittal, he finds
Alsjn R, Coffey and Vernon E, Renner, Criminal Justice
as a System (New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc,, 1971)» p*11•
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himself burdened with debts accumulated during the period,
and in all likelihood lost his job. The bail system plays
into the hands of the organized criminal while it discrimi¬
nates against the poor one who commits an isolated criminal
act. It perpetuates discrimination, subverts the judicial
process, and quite often is applied as a form of punishment
by the judges. The accused without money for bail is
punished before he is tried, and whether or not the ulti¬
mate verdict is guilty or not guilty,^^
Still another aspect of the criminal justice system
that works in disfavor of Third World people is the inade¬
quacy and incompetence of the lower courts. These are the
courts that dispose of cases that are commonly referred
to as "misdemeanors” or "petty" offenses, and that process
the first stage of felony cases. These are the courts
that process the overwhelmingly majority of offenders,
and being that Black people and other Third World people
are arrested and convicted at an extremely disproportionate
rate, the issue is incalculably significant. To cite an
example, consider that in 1970, 39.5 percent of the total
16
arrests in the United States involved Black people.
Although the offenses that are the business of these
lower courts may be "petty" in respect to the amount of
damage they represent and the fear they inspire, their
implications can be immense in the final analysis, especially
when you consider the damaging social effects of having an
IT^id,. p, 57.
U,S, Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstracts of
the United States (Washington: U,S, Government Printing Office,
1972), p. 162, ch, 27,
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arrest record(especially when applying for employment).
In a 1967 presidential report, the lower courtrooms
were described as having;
cramped and noisy courtrooms, undignified and per¬
functory procedures, and badly trained personnel.
It has,,,dedicated people who are frustrated by huge
caseloads, by the lack of opportunity to examine
cases carefully, and by the impossibility of devising
constructive solutions to the problems of offenders.
It has seen assembly line justice,!?
A central problem of many lower courts is the large
disparity between the number of cases and the facilities
available to deal with them. For instance, consider the
case of the City of Washington, D.C, Until legislation
increased the number of judges in the court system, their
Court of General Sessions had four judges to process the
preliminary stages of more than I5OO felony cases, 7500
serious misdemeanor cases, and 38,000 petty offenses—and
1R
an equally large number of traffic offenses per year. An
inevitable consequence of volume of this magnitude is the
almost total preoccupation in such a court with the move¬
ment of cases as opposed to the identification of integral
factors in the individual cases. The Court calender is long,
speed is often substituted for care, and casually-arranged
out-of-court compromises are toooften substituted for proper
^ President's Commission on Law Enforcement and the
Administration of Justice, The Challenge of Crime in a Free
Society (Washington; U,S, Government Printing Office, 19o7),
PP, 128-141 .
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Richard Chang and Henry W, More, eds,. Contemporary
Criminal Justice (San Jose; Justice Development Systems, Inc,.
W4)Vp. 144.
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adjudication. The defendant gets inadequate attention
in the protection of his rights and the proper sifting
of the facts at the trial, and the frequent result is
usually futility and failure. This situation can he ex¬
tremely debilitating for Third World people in the United
States. The fact that a judge is more concerned with
disposing of a case to make his job easier, and that there
is scant regard for anyone as a true individual is heightened
by the knowledge that racism and discrimination pervade the
adjudication process.
In most jurisdictions, there is no probation service
in the lower courts. Presentence investigations are
rare also, yet the lower courts can and do impose sen¬
tences as long as several years imprisonment. V/hile
jail sentences of 1, 2, or 3 months are very common,
probation appears to be used less frequently than it
is for presumably more serious offenses in the same
jurisdiction.19
Every day in large urban centers, hundreds of persons—
arrested for being drunk or disorderly, for vagrancy,
petty gambling,,minor assaults, or prostitution—are brought
before the petty offense part of the lower courts. In some
cities, these defendants are placed in single file before
the bench and paraded before the judge. In others, forty
or fifty people(or more)are brought before the bench as a
group. Almost all plead guilty, and a sentence is imposed
by the judge in such terms as "thirty days or thirty
dollars".It should be evident that many jail inmates
Ibid., p. 146.
20
Ibid., pp. 146, 147
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are there in default of payment of a fine. The offender
subjected to this process emerges from it punished but
unchanged. When he returns to the streets, it is very likely
that soon the cycle will simply be repeated once again.
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CHAPTER III
CAUSATION THEORIES OF CRIMINAL BEHAVIOR
The major aim in determining the causes of crime is
to develop a body of generalizations or propositions
accounting for criminology. This task is multi-faceted,
but there are two primary components involved. The first
concerns the development of explanations for the types
and amounts of criminality observed in a society, and the
other centers around discovery of the processes involved
in the acquisition of ’’criminal behavior” patterns by spe¬
cific individuals. According to Cressey, a theory explain¬
ing social behavior in general—or any specific behavior—
should have two distinct but consistent aspects. First,
there must be a statement that explains the statistical
distribution of the behavior in time and space, and from
which predictive statements about unknov/n statistical data
can be derived. Second, there must be a statement that
identifies, at least by implication, the process by which
individuals come to exhibit the behavior in question,and
from which can be derived predictive statements about the
behavior of the individuals,^
^ Donald R, Cressey, ’’Epidemiology and Individual Conduct:
A Case from Criminology”, Pacific Sociological Review III(Fall,
I960), p. 47., cited in Don C. Gibbons. Society. Crime, and
Criminal Careers (New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1959), p. 461.
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Clayton Hartjen and other theorists provide several
general premises of crime causation that were formerly,
or are presently adhered to in modern penal practices.
These theories are examples of attempts to determine pre¬
cisely what causes an individual to commit a crime and
v;hat are the factors or conditions that somehow motivate,
compel, draw, or lead people into criminal activity. As
in most cases,the problem is approached from a deficit per¬
spective and most of the theorizing and research in criminology
reflects this. The relevant factors involved in crime
causation—from the perspective of the V/estern criminologists—
include "improper socialization, poor peer-group relations,
poverty, bad functioning, or abnormality, biological in-
2
feriority, and lack of religious training". These beliefs
continue to flourish among criminologists and other criminal
justice professionals in spite of little or no empirical
evidence supportive of them, A brief discussion of several
approaches will serve to illuminate the main features of
these types of theories. Upon examination of the theories,
the damaging effects of utilization of such deficit world-
viev/s of reality will become apparent. These theories
primarily represent attempts by the dominant society
members to rationalize the inhumane act of imprisonment
that is so frequently applied to Third World people as




Clayton A, Hartjen, Crime and Criminalization (New
York; Praeger Publishing Co,"]! 1974)> P» 40,
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The Classical School. The proponents of this school
of thought reasoned that man is basically a rational animal
who possesses a will that enables him to freely choose
various courses of action. Criminal conduct then, is
the result of a deliberate attempt to break the law.
Since man also possesses the desire to achieve pleasure and
avoid pain, this deliberate choice apparently represents a
calculated move to gain that goal. In short, crime must
provide some kind of pleasure to the criminal. It follows
logically that to deter a person from criminal ways, one
must administer pain of an appropriate amount and type
to counterbalance the pleasure derived from the crime.
Although this school was the by-product of a judicial-
reform movement in Eighteenth Century Europe, vestiges of
it still underlie criminal law. Punishment in the form
of prison sentences is still administered to lawbreakers,
and various amounts of punishment, indicated by the various
penalties prescribed by law, are meted out depending on
the type or the degree of the crime.^
The"Sick”Crimine'l and Innate Criminality. It is common
today for behavioral therapists to assert that criminal
conduct is the result of serious mental pathology or an
emotional or personality deficiency. Psychoanalytic and
psychiatric theories are quite complex and numerous, but
3 Ibid., p. 42
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it appears that most practitioners prefer psychological
explanations over alternative explanations for criminality.
Undoubtedly, some lawbreakers do suffer from mental distur¬
bances, as do some non-offenders. The problem in terms
of assessing the validity of psychogenic claims as general
explanations of criminality, however, is in determining the
extent to which emotional disturbances are causally related
to criminal behavior.^ For example, if a significantly
higher proportion of the criminal population than that of
the general population suffers from a given mental disorder,
it could legitimately argued that this"condition" precipitated
the offender's conduct. The studies designed to test and
evaluate psychogenic claims, however, have been far less
than successful.
In terms of innate criminality, deviant behavior is
attributed to physiological characteristics of an individual
or group. The logic of this approach suggests that differences
in behavior could stem from the undisputed biological
differences among people. In addition, it is argued that
criminal conduct may be traced to specific biological
factors that operate so as to cause individuals to break
the law. Usually these factors are thought to represent
defects of the individual. Included in this theoretical




v/ere pioneered by the 19th Century psychatrist, Casare
Lombroso, The basic philosophical tenet of this school
of thought was that it was possible to distinguish between
the ’’biologically determined” criminal and the ’’normal”
man by studying physical and constitutional variations
in the bodily structure. The implicit belief was that a
biological defect was in some undetermined way capable of
producing criminal behavior in an individual.^ Other
theories in this particular school surround the concepts
of heredity, endoctrine abnormality, mental deficiency,
and neurological disorders.
Differential Association. According to this theory,
people will come to engage in criminal conduct when they
acquire sentiments in favor of law violations that outweigh
anti-criminal orientations. This approach suggests that one
can possibly be exposed to pro- and anti-law violating
’’moralities”. A person comes to adopt criminal as opposed
to non-criminal behavior patterns when he learns how to
violate laws and when the values conducive to putting that
knowledge into use are stronger than the person’s anti¬
criminal sentiments. The significance of Sutherland's
theory is his claim that procriminal sentiments are acquired
by association with other individuals in a process of social
interaction.^ Thus, it is held that criminal orientations
do not stem from faulty metabolisms, inadequate superego
^ Seymour L. Halleck, Psychiatry and the Dilemmas of
Crime (Nev/ York: Harper and Row), p. 12.
c
Hartjen, op.cit.. pp. 90, 91*
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development, or even poverty* Why one person should
acquire these criminal orientations and another avoid them
is an issue Sutherland cannot account for in his theory,
Sykes and Matza have a more recent theory which may
he included in this paradigm. They concur with Sutherland's
position that delinquent behavior is learned in the process
of social interaction. Their argument is that delinquents
learn rationalizations or justifications for deviance
which precede deviant behavior and as a result, make it
possible. The significance of the rationalizations is that
they neutralize the criminal law and release the individual
7
from its"moral bind",' One of the major inadequacies of
their theory is that they largely ignore the social context
of the delinquent from which those rationalizations emerge.
In doing this, they confuse "rationalization'? with what is
central to the genisis of delinquency; the delinquents
relationship to his social environment. The rationalization
is only a concomitant of the cfelinquent act, not its cause,
Onnortunity Structure, According to Merton, when a society
holds up an attractive goal for all, but does not open
equally the legitimate means for all, it obliges certain
persons or groups to resort to illegitimate means. Therefore,
the individual blocked from the legitimate channels to
success and pressured into tak:ing deviant routes is.
7 Coffey and Renner, on.cit,. p, 22
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responding normally to the situation in which he finds
Q
himself. According to Merton, this process fosters
normlessness. It is his hypothesis that aberrant behavior
may be regarded sociologically as a symptom of disassociation
between culturally prescribed aspirations and socially
structured avenues for realizing these aspirations,^ In
response to these situations, the persons denied effective
opportunities resort to different modes of adaptation.
Most individuals conform, V/ith this strong emphasis on
a goal and lured by "glories", some individuals innovate
"deviant" means to achieve the desired ends. Others
either abandon or scale down their goals, and to play safe
they compulsively abide by the routine means as a ritual.
They are essentially fearful of aspiring for high goals;
they are in a rut. Their adaptation is that of " ritualism".
Then there are those v/ho have given up both the goals and
the means, Merton refers to this adaptation as "retreatism",
In this category fall some of the adaptive activities of
"psychotics, vagrants, tramps, chronic drunkards, and drug
addicts",”*^ A final form of adaptation is "rebellion". It
represents a transitional response seeking to institutionalize
new goals and new procedures to be shared by other members
of society. The central point in Merton's thesis is that
it is the social structure which produces a strain toward
^ Robert K, Merton, Social Theory and Social Structure
(New York: The Free Press, 1957), P» 132,




Pressures Toward Deviance. Cloward and Ohlin suggest
that the milieu, or environment in which individuals find
themselves has a crucial impact on the type of adaptations
that develop in response to pressures toward deviance.
In explaining different forms ofdelinquent subcultures"
in an urban ghetto, they base their theory on the state of
social organization in the ghetto and on the availability
of opportunity structure.^ ^ Clov/ard and Ohlin contend that
both conventional and criminal roles are well interwoven
into each other in an "organized slum", as are the legitimate
and illegitimate opportunities to adhere to these roles.
Young criminals supposedly have continuous contact with
matured criminals, police, bail bondsmen, etc., and as
a result a criminal subculture coexists with the conventional
culture and provides an alternative, but illegitimate
route to success goals. Thus, the criminal subculture
exerts control over the behavior of the delinquents by
offering various illegitimate means.
Psychoanalytic Theories. These explanations include
the popular neo-Freudian "instinst" theories. To establish
an adequate understanding of instinct theories, it is
important to know some essential Freudian concepts. "Concious"
and "unconcious" refers to the two different states of mind.
Richard A. Cloward and Lloyd E. Ohlin, Delinquency
and Op-portunity (New York: The Free Press, I960), p. x.
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What is known to us is the concious, and what is relative¬
ly unknown to us is the unconcious mind. There is no
dividing line between the two parts of mind, and they seem
to interact and influence each other all the time. The
total personality as conceived by Freud consists of three
major systems. These are called the id, the ego, and the
superego. The sole function of the id is to provide for
the immediate discharge of quantities of excitation that
are released in the organism by internal and external
stimulation. The id can not tolerate tension. It is
demanding, impulsive, irrationsl, asocial, and pleasure-
12
loving. The id wishes are mostly sexual and aggressive
in character. The ego is the executive of the personality
which tries to keep the id-wishes in control, allowing only
partial expression to the id-wiehes in accordance with the
demands of reality. The ego is reality oriented. The
superego is the conscience, the moral part of the person¬
ality, All three systems are concious and unconcious.
According to instinct theories, we are born with asocial
instincts which are sexual and aggressive in nature. If
these asocial instincts are properly tamed and trained,
we become social beings; if not, according to Freudian
thought, v/e remain asocial individuals. Proper sociali¬
zation in supposedly contingant upon a "proper" parent-
Calvin S, Hall, A Primer of Freudian Psychology
(New York: New American Library, 1954)* PP« 22, 2?,
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child relationship,
August Aichorn, a personal advocate of Freud, contends
that behind avery act of "manifest" delinquency, there is
"latent" delinquency. Thus, we all have seeds of latent
delinquency in us, but these seeds do not sprout into
manifest delinquency unless the contributory conditions are
present. In his book. Wayward Youth, Aichorn presents case
histories of several youths whose manifest delinquency was
triggered by a particular event. His analysis of these
cases revealed in the childhood the existence of psychic
trauma, guilt, hostility, and fear. These youths were,
according to Aichorn, overprotected or not loved at all.
The faulty family relationship served to nurture their
latent delinquency.
The predisposition to delinquency is not a finished
product at birth but it is determined by the emotional
relationship,,,by the first experiences which the en¬
vironment forces upon the child. This does not mean
that every child so predisposed will become a delin¬
quent, Bad company, street influences,..factors
which are not the underlying causes of delinquency
but the direct or indirect provocation, also play a
part
Containment Theory. One of the most useful explana¬
tory theories in the view of criminologists is the "containment
theory," by Walter C, Reckless,
It not only combines the sociological and psychological
theories, but also fills the gap between the two. It
satisfactorily answers the persistent question.who
suecombs and who remains immune to crime when exposed
August Aichorn, W^^vward Youth. (New York: Viking
Press, 1963)» P* 40.
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to a crime-provoking situation? It takes into account
both the group and the individual(as well as)the macro-
and micro-level of explanation. For instance, when one
is pressuredChy unemployment), lured or pulled(by bad
companions), and pushed(by compulsions), he protects
himself by the use of outer and inner containments. If
if the containments are strong enough, he is immune;
if they break down, he succombs. The "outer" contain¬
ment is the holding power of the group. Society, and
particular nuclear groups, contain, steer, shield, divert,
support, reinforce, and limit its members. Folk commu¬
nities and religious sects are very strong(outer)contain-
ment groups. They provide to the individual clear-
cut meaningful roles and a sense of belonging and iden¬
tity, The components of "inner" containment are self-
image, self-concept, goal orientation, aspiration level,
frustration, tolerance, and committment to norms.
V/hile external containment and internal containment.
can be stated in terms of the degree of risk for becoming
involved in reportable violations of norms, rules, and
laws, they can also be described as operating as buffers
against deviance. A buffer paradigm can be constructed
following a pattern of concentric circles. In the outer
circled)is the social strathosphere of pressures and
pulls. In the next circle(2), coming from the outside
to inside lies the external buffer—the person's groups
and organizations. Then there is the circle(3)of inner
containment—the self. Finally, there is the innermost
circle(4)of organic and psychological pushes. Circle(2)
is the external containing buffer, if and when it is
strong enough,
The pressures and pulls are exerted for the most part
in a sphere outside the nuclear containing groups, i.e,,
the family or various social organizations. Pressures
consist of adverse living conditions—relative to region
and culture—such as poverty, unemployment, economic in¬
security, group conflicts, racism, lack of opportunities, and
inequalities. According to Reckless, some pressures break
through the weakness in the buffer of circle(2) and in other
cases, some of the pressures are diverted or diluted by this
Harjit S, Sandhu, Modern Corrections (Illinois:
Bannerstone House, 1974), PP« 22-24.
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circle. Those that break through the buffer of group con¬
tainment confront the individual head on.
If he has the strength to fend them off, the buffer in
circle(3)holds. If not, he succombs to deviance and
violation of the law. The same can be said for the pulls
which are located in circle(l). The pulls draw the person
away_ from his original way of life and accepted forms
of living. Pulls consist of prestige individuals, bad
companions, delino^uency of criminal subculture, deviant
groups, mass media,(and)propaganda. They must break
througia the buffer of circle(2) (outer containment)
and break through also the buffer of circle(3) (the
self).
In addition to the pressures and pulls v;hich batter at
outer and inner containment, there are the organic and
psychological pushes v/hich batter the self. These are
located in circle(4)j the innermost circle. Some of
the pushes which are rather uncontainable are extreme
restlessness and discontent,,..inner tensions, extreme
hostility and aggressiveness, aggrandizement and need
for immediate gratification, extreme suggestibility,
strong rebellion against authority, strong feeling of
inadequacy and inferiority, guilt reactions, mental
conflict, anxieties, compulsions, phobias,organic im¬
pairments (brain damage, epilepsy) and psychoses. Many
of these pushes are too strong for the self to handle
or for nuclear groups...to contain. The buffers of
circle(2) and circle(3) can parry ordinary disappoint¬
ments, frustrations, restlessness(etc,), but they are
no match for the big thrusts,15
Most of the aforementioned theories of crime causation
have their philosophical premises evolving from the deficit
perspective. The nature of the exploitative/oppressive
Western societies(especially the United States)is such that
they essentially create criminological categories, as well
as criminals to fill the respective slots. Then the crimi¬
nologists camouflage their edicts in liberal rhetoric in
an attempt to remove the taint of racism, and blame an
13 Ibid
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individual or group's behavior or mannerisms on inherent
dysfunctional or pathological qualities.
The prevailing problem as described is better understood
if it examined in terms of the social structure in its
entirety. Sabin's analysis of the "dangerous individual"
provides some useful concepts in this regard. His thesis
is that danger should not be viewed as the expression of
a personality trait in an individual, but as a relationship
1 f\
of relative pov;er in a role system, ° The basis for this
concept is a revival of the Latin term, "dominium", which
signifies " a relationship between positions in a social
structure based on relative power and esteem", ' In this
view, what is considered dangerous is anything which threatens
the established system of societal power relationships, i,e,,
the status quo. Hence, the image of the criminal in any
historical era emerges from those positions in the social
structure which constitute a threat to the established power
system. This image does not represent all criminals as
defined by the legal/penal systems, but only those v;ho appear
most threatening to the status quo; either because of their
position in the social structure, or because of their
particular alleged criminal activity.






One of the objectives of therapeutic personnel in
penal institutions is to determine what is "wrong” with
the convicted individual. These behavioral therapists
operate with various diagnostic typologies that define the
nature of the problem for treatment. Diagnosis then, would
constitute a process by which a given problem would be
classified as falling within a type in a diagnostic scheme.
Also employed is a typology of treatment procedures directly
linked to the diagnostic device. Combined, these sets of
principles would constitute the "practice theory" of the
field,^ The determination of the treatment for any specific
offender would involve the manipulation of that person’s
behavior and attitudes in some manner specified within a
body of statements of strategy or theory linked to the diag¬
nostic typology. In essence, what is being stated here is
that if an individual's behavior does not comply with the
statutes and codes of the dominant society—however oppressive—
s/he will be subject to coercive and punitive measures on
the part of the ruling body. A glance at the figures
^Hazelrigg, on, cit., p. 330.
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indicating the differential treatment of Black people by
the correctional/criminal justice systems makes it quite
clear that systematic suppression is being practiced by
racists, and it continues to be perpetuated under the guise
of law and order. As rationale for these actions, it is
simply stated that something is wrong v/ith the individual;
a typical diagnosis from the V/esternized deficit perspective.
Don C. Gibbons maintains that the diagnostic models
and treatment principles supposedly adhered to presently
by correctional personnel does not even shov/ this structure
to any pronounced degree. Instead, what is most characterized
is the use by treatment workers of crudely articulated
behavioral theory which holds that most offenders are
emotionally maladjusted and in need of intensive individual
2
therapy. Such theory systematically ignores an abundance of
sociological research and theory which holds that most
forms of unlawful conduct arise out of strains and defects
in the social order(non-deficit perspective), to v/hich
illegal—as defined by the Aryan society—behavior is a
"normal" response. Consider the case of an impoverished
Black man, for instance, who can not find a job because of
racial discrimination on the part of prospective Aryan
employers. If this situation persists, he will soon be forced
to engage in societally-defined "deviant" behavior—stealing
food, for instance—for survival. If he is apprehended,
^Ibid.
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it is more than likely that he will end up serving a Jail
or prison sentence. This is ,is so in spite of the fact that
the crime precipitated as a result of oppressive social
forces, namely, employment discrimination.
Unemployment is in fact, one of the primary factors
leading to impoverishment in the Third World community.
For decades, social and economic forces(based on racism)
have impaired the work capabilities and opportunities of
Third World people in the United States, One of the sections
of the Kerner Report on Civil Disorders addressed the
pervasive unemployment problem among the the Black populace,
,,,unemployment rates for negros are still double those
for whites in every category, including married men, as
they have been throughout the postwar period. Since
1954> even during the unprecedented period of sustained
economic grov/th, unemployment among negros has continous-
ly been above the 6,0 "recession" level widely regarded
as a sign of serious economic weakness when prevalent
for the entire v/ork force. While the negro unemployment
rate remains high in relation to the v/hite rate, the
niimber of additional Jobs needed to lower this to the
level of v/hite unemployment is surprisingly small,3
The report also provided a statement concerning the low-
status and low-paying nature of the majority of Jobs held
by Black people. According to the Commission,
Even more important perhaps than unemployment is the
related problem of the undesirable nature of many Jobs
open to negros, Negro workers are concentrated in the
lowest-skilled and lowest-paying occupations. These
Jobs often involve substandard wages, great instability
and uncertainty of tenure, extremely low status in the
eyes of both employer and employee, little or no chance
for meaningful advancement, and unpleasant and exhaus¬
tive duties, Negro men in particular are more than
three times as likely as whites to be in unskilled or
^National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders, Report
of the National Commission on Civil Disorders (New York: New
York Times Co,, 1968), p, 253*
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service Jobs which pay far less than most,^
Gibbons contends that the use of unshared and largely
intuitive procedures by different workers is predominant
in modern correctional facilities* These tactics are fre¬
quently vague and ambiguous and they are not based upon
the available empirical evidence regarding the nature of
offenders. They are generally derived from gross behavioral
theories and speculative hunches arrived at by trial and
error in the work setting.
When a new inmate arrives at a prison, he must be
diagnosed through a technique that is common to all prison
systems and is espoused by the American Correctional Associa¬
tion, This technique is referred to as "classification".
This is an elaborate procedure the inmate goes through that
is designed to diagnose his particular problem and plan his
treatment. Smith' and Fried, in The Uses of the American
Prison, offer an excellent analysis of the procedure. Based
on the notion that the individual is suffering from some
moral disease, the classification committee acts as a moral
"seive" through which the newly arriving inmate passes to
his appropriate security station,'^ Classification works
on several levels within state and federal correctional
systems. If the system is large enough, the inmate is
initially sent to a diagnostic center where he is classified,
and on the basis of that classification, sent to one of the
^Ibid,. pp. 253-254.
^Fried and Smith, op, cit.. p, 103.
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minimum or maximum security units. Some states which have
no alternative available, however, send all convicted
persons to a single facility where they are then classified
for various positions within that facility. According to the
American Correctional Association:
..,classification.,,is neither specific training nor
general treatment, but rather the process through which
the resources of the correctional institution can be
applied to the individual case,®
Supporters of the classification system find its rationale
within the "positivistic" model of crime which suggests
that crime has something to do with the essential charac¬
teristics of the inmate.
Classification puts the official stamp on the inmate
as to precisely what kind of disease he is suffering from.
By this process, prison management can order, arrange, and
shuffle inmates in the name of science. Yet it is interesting
to note that the process ends up with classification that
is tied primarily—and at times, exclusively—to security
considerations. The process does not stop there, either.
Once classified, the inmate receives both his Job and the
degree of supervision he will require. However, with any
change in his behavior, the individual can be"re-classified",
Thus, the classification committee initially determines the
degree to which the inmate will be a rule-follower, then
the disciplinary committee(usually comprised of the same
^Manuel of Correctional Standards (l/Vashington: American
Correctional Association, 1966) cited in Fried and Smith,
on, cit., pp, 3,4.
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group)decides whether the individual did indeed follow the
rules. Next, acting as a classification committee, they
re-diagnose the inmates problem and send him either to
another unit of the prison or change his job to a less
favorable one. The two processes, disciplinary and classi¬
fication proceedings, work together to produce the reality
of the prison system. By claiming that the criminal is a
victim of unique circumstances, the prison administrators
can concentrate their efforts on the alleged "defects" of
7the criminal,
Alper contends that all classification does is fix
the mode of treatment available to offenders on the basis of
spatial predeterminations.
If a certain number of spaces in a maximiim security
facility are available, it is inevitable that enough
bodies v/ill be found to fill them under, what may be
termed a penal Parkinson's Law, This law tends to
classify prisoners in the direction of maximum security
for several reasons: because the facilities are available
for a certain number of people v;ho can be classified
as requiring maximum security, and because in classifying,
the tendency is to bear down mainly on the factor of
security,.,.this way, the prison administrator is less
likely to m^e a mistake than the other v;ay around,
?;hich is a bigger risk,®
Alper presents five modes of treatment for convicted
offenders. The models to be discussed start with the pre¬
vailing concept of punishment and proceed outward in successive,
less stringent, but more "radical" stages. Each model
begins with defining the context and assumptions of the
"^Fried and Smith, on, cit.. p. IO5,
^Benedict S, Alper, Prisons Inside-Out (Massachusetts:
Ballinger Publishing Co,, 1976), 60-61 .
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approach, including identification of the concept of
delinquency implicit in it, followed by programmatic impli¬
cations .
The first is the punitive model. It begins with
the assumption that
people who engage in delinquent behavior are guilty of
having committed illegal, immoral, and antisocial acts.
It tends to assume that such behavior is abnormal and
that it is engaged in only by a small number of people.
These few tend to be thought of as possessing character
defects. This approach assumes that the most effective
response to such antisocial behavior is to punish the
offender, as by confining him to an institution. Such
punishment is thought to be appropriate because it pro¬
vides retribution for the offender's antisocial acts,
because the punishment is expected to deter him and
others who might engage in such behavior from committing
such acts, and because incarceration and/or the deterrent
effects of punishment are expected to reduce the incidence
of such behavior and,,,protect society.
Delinquent behavior is thought to reflect a charac¬
ter defect which can be corrected through punishment,
,,,this model is concerned with neither non-punitive
approaches to individual remediation, nor v/ith attempts
to change social or institutional conditions(which are
seen as having a causal role), In implementing this
approach, one is not concerned about the negative impact
of punishment on the individual offender, because punish¬
ment is thought to have beneficial consequences,9
Person's caught up in the- system premised on this
model are the same groups v/hich comprise the statistics on
causation: those v;ho have been brought before a criminal court,
convicted, and sentenced. These represent only a small
percentage of the population of all the people who commit
crimes, hov/ever. For all the crimes committed, the fact
is that less than one-half ever get reported. Of the 3
^Governor's Committee on Law Enforcement and the Administra¬
tion of Justice, Task Force on Delinquency (Boston, 1972) cited
in Alper, op, cit,. p, 146,
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million index crimes reported in 1965, slightly less than
one-fourth were cleared by the arrest of a suspect. In
addition, less than one-half of those sentenced went to
prison,If less than 10 percent of all persons arrested
for committing crimes ever get placed in a penal institution,
how much reliability can be placed on statistics based on
this group?Obviously, conclusions dravm from from this group
v/ould be highly dubious. Nonetheless, most delinquent
and criminal stereotypes are derived from persons in this
category. In the same way and to the same degree, crimin¬
ologists tend to accept the traditional ways of treating
such offenders, i,e., punishment, as not only the the normal,
but also the most effective way of ridding society of them,
if only for a limited period of time. This is done with
the full realization that approximately 98 percent of the
offenders will ultimately be released back into the community.
The next model—correctional—assumes that
delinquency is antisocial behavior v/hich indicates
the existence of deficiencies in the individual that
must be corrected. It assumes that the justice system
has a legitimate role to play and that correctional
programming can work; that is, that a significant
portion of the offender population can be rehabilitated.
The focus here is on the individual client, not upon
social or institutional conditions which might be
causally related to his antisocial behavior.
This model'does not necessarily deny the existence
or possible importance of such factors, but at the
same time, they are not of significant concern because
of the individual focus of the model. The model tends
that the offender population is a relative small per¬
centage of the total population, and that the offender
group has been selected as the focus of correctional
^^President's Commission on Law Enforcement and the Administratio]
of Justice, Task Force Report: Science and Technology (Washington:
U.S, Government Printing Office, 1967), p. 6l, fig. 18.
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efforts through legitimate, socially necessary and
just procedures. The correctional model is open to
a wide range of approaches and settings for individual
remediation, including institutionalization, community-
based alternatives, group therapy, individual psycho¬
therapy, and educational and •motivational’ prograjns.
Choices among these options are made upon their relative
effectiveness in achieving rehabilitation(as defined by
penal officials). Concern over the v;ell-being and
human development(again, as defined by penal officials)
of the offender is consistent with this model. However,
the basic assumption remains that the individual is ,.
guilty of behavior that has been proscribed by society.
This approach is based on an assumption identical to
that of the first model in that it equates crime with the
activities of persons who are in some way deficient. It
also disregards, to the same extent as the first model,
the fact that persons who are caught up in delinquent patterns
are only a small proportion of all those who actually
commit societally-defined offenses.
The next model under examination is the diversionary
model. It begins with the assumption that delinquent
behavior is a universally prevalent phenomenon.
Delinquency defined in terms of legal standards or
contact Vidth the justice system represents only 'the
tip of the iceberg’, Some advocates of this approach
argue that patterns of delinquent behavior are nearly
identical among various communities, socioeconomic
groups, ethnic groups, and other populations. It
implies acceptance of the idea that most of the adult
population have engaged in acts which could have re¬
sulted in an adjudication of delinquency, and tends
to view delinquency as ’mischief’. It emphasizes the
fact that most of the behavior which is identified as
delinquent does not have serious social consequences.
It considers the concepts of moral and legal guilt
to be an appropriate way to characterize such behavior.
11
Alper, on, cit.. pp, 148, 149
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The diversionary model considers»,.such behavior to
be the result of environmental or spontaneous occurences
not related to the character of the individual parti¬
cipant, Among the environmental factors which are
seen as causally significant, the lav/ enforcement and
justice systems are given particular emphasis,,,,
individuals who eventually engage in criminal and delin¬
quent behavior tend to be those who have been earliest
and the most often exposed to the criminal justice
system,,,;not only is it clear that,..corrections cannot
correct, but,.,the justice system itself is a principle
cause of criminality,,..because the system labels them
as social deviants, and at the same time, provides
opportunities for training for criminal careers,12
This approach, in contradistinction to previous ones, begins
to emphasize the necessity of examining the basic social
conditions v/hich promote—if not directly cs.use—delinquent
behavior. Delinquent individuals are not always delinquent,
nor are they constantly engaged in that kind of behavior
exclusive of other activities. Once apprehended, however,
they are thereafter characterized or labeled delinquent
v/ith resulting effects on their self-images, for this re¬
flects v/hat they perceive as society's attitudes tov/ard
them."*^
The fourth model is the institutional change model.
By "institutions", this does not refer to prisons, jails,
or reform schools, but rather the larger systems v/hich make
up the socia,l structure. Rather than regarding criminal
behavior as the expression of the pathology of an individual,
this model views the totality of criminal behavior as indicative
of the deviance, or dysfunctional nature of the entire social
'*^Ibld.. pp, 150, 151.
"'^For an in-depth analysis, see Charles H, Cooley's
"Looking-Glass Self",
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system and its components, i.e., the schools, the economics
of production and distribution, the social services, and
the agencies v/hich comprise the lav/ enforcement element. In
this latter area is found a reference to the preceding
diversionary model whereby police, the courts, and the penal
institutions are regarded as causative of crime.
This model by deliberate choice focuses upon causal
factors, not upon a specific target population or prob¬
lematic behavior. It sees delinquency as a response
to the oppressive character of various social institu-
tions(a non-deficit perspective). These institutions
include the educational system, the work system, the
social service system, and the lav/ enforement system,
all of v/hich comprise the political system. The
political system is thought to have an oppressive charac¬
ter v/hich inhibits the healthy development of indivi¬
dual human beings. This can be determined in several
ways. One formulation talks in terms of institutional
practices that foreclose access to legitimate roles.
Another,,.speaks of three dimensions of human development—
development of a concept of self,.,an acceptable
social role...and development of a concept of the meaning
of human existence,,,.
The oppressive character of the various institutional
systems relates to traditional,,.American values which
emphasize competition...,A competitive model by definition
has both winners and losers. Losers are identified
early in life, notably by the educational and social
service system. Various institutions other than the
lav/ enforcement systems began the labeling process,,.
The labeling process within various institutions tends
to overlap and reinforce itself, so that those caught
up consistently come out as losers,..into a cycle of
stigmatization. These individuals eventually come to
be viev/ed by society and themselves as having no worth;
they become stereotyped and dehvimanized; they are seen
as objects. This process can—in .theory—capture anyone,
but,,,(focuses)in particular upon those who start the
race at its onset from an uncompetitive position and who
are the objects of discrimination, such as the poor and
the members of minorities,
A principle policy implementation of this model,,,
is the conclusion that resources should be devoted to
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efforts to achieve fundamental institutional change,
even at the cost of sacrificing efforts tov/ard individual
remediation. Programs concerned with individual reme¬
diation are thought of as "bandaids” which may help
individuals, but which divert the resources which are
critically needed to address the basic causal factors
v;hich,. .continue to produce further delinquency and
more individuals requiring help. The types of changes
suggested by this model are those which may alter the
excessively competitive, inequitably competitive, or
labeling character of existing institutions. They,,,
will create alternative avenues for self-development—
new and additional ways to allow individuals to recognize
and fulfill their human potential,,,.the institutional
change model is affirmative, in contrast to the diver¬
sionary model, which is thought of as negative because
its principle thrust is to limit exposure to,,,sources
of labeling and inhibited personal development,.,.This
model says essentially that if agencies and institutions
v;ere differently organized or oriented, criminal activity
would not be the mass phenomenon it is today,H
This approach greatly differs from the reference in
earlier models to alleged character defects, immorality,
or abnormality as precipitating causes of crime. It goes
further and states that the institutions of society are to
be regarded as oppressive and therefore causative of delin¬
quency. The economic system warrants scrutinization under
this model, also, with unemployment for Third World people
reaching as high as 25 percent in certain areas of the United
States. Consider income distribution, for example. For
the year 1969, the Census Bureau reported that 1,5 million
citizens received incomes of $25,000 and over while 20
million people received less than $1,000 per annum. The
top tenth of family units in the United States, based on
^^Ibid.. p. 153.
^^U.S, Bureau of the Census, Census of Population, 1970
(Washington: U,S, Government Printing Office, 1971)» Table
2Zf4, in Alper, op, cit., p, 158,
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income rank, received close to 30 percent of the total
national income, °
Sociologists explain delinquency as resulting from the
conflict between the goals of society as embodied in the
value system and the opportunities realistically available
to attain those goals(recall Merton's means/ends paradigm).
According to the institutional change model, an individual
who is Black, impoverished, and has few if any opportunities
for social advancement, is being held responsible by society
for situations v/hich are literally beyond his control, Ryan's
book. Blaming The Victim, provides excellent dociunentation
of hov; such persons or groups are condemned for the results
of institutional racism and discrimination that has histori-
17
cally characterized American society, '
Finally, there is what is referred to as the "radical"
model. This model represents a viev/point that usually
emanates from the most militant, or "leftist" segment of
society. In a great sense, it is a political manifesto,
yet v/hat it states does not come as a surprise to the many
individuals v/ho have become increasingly critical and im¬
patient by continuing events in American society as well
as throughout the v/orld. This model again leads to a con¬
sideration of Merton's typology of the modes of reaction
to the contradictions betv;een socially approved goals and
the means available for their attainment(Chapter III), Among
Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstracts of the
United States O’/ashington: U.S, Government Printing Office, 1972),
Table 529, in Alper, op, clt,. p, 156,
17
'iVilliam Ryan, Blajning the Victim (New York: Pantheon
Press, 1971)•
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the possible responses is the one he labeled, "rebellion".
The radical model
,,.challenges the assumption that delinquency or anti¬
social behavior is a legitimate object of concern and
governmental action. It views delinquency as a legi¬
timate expression in response to intolerable oppression.
It considers the existing political(and economic)system
to be so unv/orkable and immoral as to justify delinquent
behavior as a matter of individual choice or political
expression.
Proponents of this viev/ are suggesting that the behavior
of delinquents is not dysfunctional, but is in fact a highly
adaptive response to an oppressive society v/hich they are—
by so-called maladaptive means—seeking to change. From this
viewpoint, criminal activity is a kind of guerilla v;arfare
between those who see themselves embattled and desirous of
ushering in a "new world". Recent stories of sky-jackings,
kidnappings and/or killings of v/ealthy industrialists for
monetary and political ransom, terrorism in the United States,
et cetera, ca.n from this perspective be seen as noncriminal,
pra,iseworthy, and in fact, when considering the ultimate
objectives of these radical factions, these individuals are
viewed as agents of social change. They regard the inec[uities
imposed upon the oppressed by the criminal courts and the
correctional processes as far outweighing the ha.rm v/hich
thay themselves inflict or may inflict on that society.
This model essentially looks upon persons in correctional
institutions as prisoners in a war which they are waging
"’^Alper, on, cit,. p, 158.
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against society. ^ In many places, especially communities
where Third World people predominate, there have indeed
been physical and political battles with the agents of
society(e.g., the police forces)The essence of this
final model advocates "policies of nonintervention or support
for delinquent behavior".
When the respective models are examined vis-a-vis a
humanistic perspective, the final analysis indicates that
the prevalent strategies adhered to in present day correctional
programming are imbued with the deficit worldview of reality.
The punitive, correctional, and diversionary models—deficit
modalities that consider causal variables to be personal
pathologies such as "character defects", "individual defi¬
ciencies", etc.—reflect the present programmatic operations
of most prisons and jails in the United States. If positive
social change is to be realistically achieved in the penal
strata, adherence to the institutional change and radical
perspectives is necessary. It has been illustrated, however,
that since maintenance of the status quo is in the best
interests of the dominant white society members, the necessary
institutional change will most likely not occur without
unprecedented social upheavals, i.e., a political revolution.
The most feasible paradigm in this instance is probably
the radical model. This model, being that it realistically
^^Ibld.
^®For an example, see Louis H. Masotti and Jerome R.
Corsi, Shoot-Out in Cleveland (New York: Bantam Books, 1969).
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considers the oppressive nature of existing social institutions^
(especially in terms of nonwhites), would closely parallel
the "conflict theory" perspective of society# A "real life"
organization that could be regarded as having operated from
a radical prospective(although not an extremist position) is
the original Black Panther Party# The Black Panther Party
was formed with the purpose of organizing the Black community
with an organization to lead the Black liberation struggle#
It was established by Bobby Seale and Huey P# Newton in
Oakland, California on October 15, 1966# Seale and Newton
realized the racist and oppressive nature of the American
socioeconomic and political structure and knew that the key
to overcoming the situation was to organize the "grass roots"
section of the Black commvinity# Seale adhered to the philosophy
of Frantz Fanon, who contended that colonial revolution begins
in the realms of the "lumpen proletariat"#
###if you did't organize the lumpen proletariat, if the
organization didn’t relate to the lumpen proletariat and
give a base for organizing the brother who's pimping,
the brother who's hustling, the unemployed, the down¬
trodden, the brother who's robbing banks, who's not
politically concious###if you did't relate to(them),
the power structure would organize(them)against you#21
In terms of the "10 Point Platform and Program" of
the Black Panther Party, three of the demands put forth
specifically centered around the blatantly differential
operations of the various law factions, i#e#, police, courts,
Bobby Seale, Seize the Time (New York; Random House,
1970), p# 30#
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and the jails)of the nation. Again, Seale and Newton were
aware that the police were merely agents of a racist society
whereby supression of Black people served a useful function.
Hence, platform 7* 8, and 9 of the Black Panther Party:
.. ?• We want an immediate end to police brutality
and murder of black people. We believe we can end
police brutality in our black community by organizing
black self-defense groups that are dedicated to defend-
our black community from racist oppression and brutality.
The Second Amendment of the Constitution,,,gives a right
to bear anus. We therefore believe that all black
people should arm themselves for self-defense,
8, We want freedom for all black men held in federal,
state, county, and city prisons and j’ails. We believe
that all black people should be released from the many
^ .. jails and prisons because they have not received fair
and impartial trials,
9* We want all black people when brought to trial
to be tried in court by a jury of their peer group or
people from their black communities as defined by the
Constitution,,,so that black people will receive fair
trials. The Fourteenth Amendment of the United States
Constitution gives a man a right to be tried by his peer
group, A peer is a person from a similar economic,
social, religious, geographical, environmental, historical,
and racial background. To do this the court will be
forced to select a jury from which the black defendant
came. We have been and are being tried by all-white
juries that have no understanding of the "average
reasoning man" of the black community,22
Even though .the activities of the Black Panther Party
may have indeed been considered "radical", they were always
certain to operate within the confines of their "constitutionally
gauranteed" rights. Their philosophical platform placed
great emphasis on basic human rights(e,g,, community self-
determination, full employment, decent housingj etc,),yet,
because they were not willing to settle for palliatives in
22
Ibid,, pp, 67, 68,
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the Black community, the organization was totally discredited
by the white press and viciously destroyed with the blessings
of and under the auspices of the United States government*
This is the case even though the Black Panther Party was
sponsoring endeavors such as the Free Breakfast for Children
Program, Free Medicine and Medical Care, Liberation Schools,
and Free Clothing Programs in the Black community.
CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION
Third World people are extremely disproportionately
represented in the so-called correctional institutions of
the United States* It was clearly demonstrated via an
extensive review of related literature that pervasive racism
and a widespread white supremist mentality are the primary
stabilizing forces of the present inegalitarian correctional
system and its many subcomponents. It is also frighteningly
clear that as long as crime and criminality are defined by
those who consider the racist and oppressive status quo to
be the "right way", the fate of innumerable numbers of Blacks
Mexicans, Native Americans, and other Third World people in
the United States will continue to be directed toward prisons
and jails. The definitions and statutes relating to crime
and criminality are extremely nonviable in terms of Third
World people, for most incarcerated minorities are there as
a direct or indirect result of racial suppression. This
proclamation of nonviability applies to the criminal justice
system as well. In terms of the causation theories and treat
ment models utilized by penal officials, it was determined
that they were not at all plausible, in terms of the Black
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/Third World perspective(that weighs the realities of the
"oppressor vs, the oppressed" relationship). It was concluded
that the theoretical schemes and treatment models simply
represented programmatic attempts to rationalize the system
of so-called "law and order" by conviently creating means
of (1) categorizing individuals or groups as "deviant", and
(2)"legally" encarcerate them as a result. They are classic
examples of human behavior paradigms that almost universally
attribute nonconformist actions or behavioral propensities
to pathological traits of an individual or his social en¬
vironment, They represent the deficit worldviews held by
White policymakers in the United States when operating with
largely minority "beneficiaries"(perhaps "victims"would be
a more appropriate term here), The salient criminological
causation factors(in terms of the commission of a criminal
offense)supposedly include man's rationality and pleasure¬
seeking propensities, innate criminality, mental pathology,
association vis-a-vis social interaction, rationalizations
for deviance, interwoven criminal and conventional roles,
instinct theories, and a host of other absurd phraseologies
that amount to zero intellectual or practical value. In
spite of a myriads of negative causation factors obviously
existing within the social, political, and economic structure
of the United States, White criminologists continue to use the
deficit worldview in correctional systems policy development.
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Even though hard facts point to the differentially-applied
criminal justice system, this continues to be the case.
The apparent indifference of the dominant society members
in the face of this overwhelming evidence strongly connotes
that the entire American social system is programmed for
the systematic suppression and genocide of Third World People,
Recommendations and Proposals for Change
In terms of policy development and program design/
implementation, the correctional and criminal justice systems
represent just two of the institutionalized facets of
American society that systematically work in disfavor of
Third World, i.e,. BlackyBrown,Native American, And Asian
people. Similar deficit activity occurs in all realms of
Third Worid(especially Black)value systems, educational systems,
ecomomic systems, health systems, neighborhood and housing
systems, etc. The immense social engineering necessary to
overcome the existing societal dysfunctions will not occur
without a complete eradication of the existing economic and
political order. It is, however, possible to effectively
ameliorate the problems within the confines of the existing
social structure. It would necessitate the development of
a humanistic model ( method of approaching change)at the
federal level of government with which to relate all policies
or similar governmental actions impacting social services
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in the United States* It will also require a restructuring
of the Cabinet-level posts, an adoption of a realistic,
non-deficit perspective of American society, and the creation
of progressive social policies that will undermine some
of the invalid presuppositions and theoretical foundations
of those policies presently in existence.
The strategies and recommendations to be put forth by the
writer are enormously comprehensive in scope;possibly even
imponderable if one is a pessimist, but as previously stated,
the programmatic modifications to be presented can realisti¬
cally occur within the social constraints of present-day
reality. In reaction to the inevitable question of the
immensity of the proposition vs, continued adherence to the
ethos of "gradualism” that has historically characterized
humanistic social policy, consider the following excerpt
by Paulo Freire concerning the transformation of oppression:
To surmount the situation of oppression, men must
first critically recognize its causes, so that through
transforming action they can create a new situation,,,
which makes possible the pursuit of a fuller humanity
,,,,the struggle to be more fully human has already
begun in the authentic struggle to transform the situa¬
tion, Although the situation of oppression is a
dehumanized and dehumanizing totality affecting both
the oppressors and those whom they oppress, it is the
latter who must- from their stifled humanity, wage
for bothCgroupsHhe struggle for a fuller humanity;
the oppressor, who is himself dehumanized because he
dehumanizes others, is unable to lead this struggle,!
There-are three primary components to the model being pro¬
posed, A general overview of each will be provided, as well as
’ ^Paulo Freire, Pedagogy of the Oppressed (New York:
The Seabury Press, 1970), p, 32,
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related sociopolitical issues and programmatic implications
as they apply. This is by no means intended to be a compre¬
hensive analysis and/or definitive solution to the problems
as presented. It is merely suggestive of how policies
and programs can emerge when combined faculties are critically
applied toward needed objectives, and what constitutes
a humanistic model in the policy and planning strata,
1, The initial component would involve a modification
in the federal cabinet structure. The Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare(HEW)would divide into three seperate
departments; those of Health, Education and Welfare, Tabb
argues that two of the major types of change in the American
welfare system which compete for attention are (1) increase
the efficiency of operation and level of payments under the
present system, and (2) modify it to give more individualized
2
attention to client needs. In 1970, the total government
expenditures for social welfare(at state Federal, and local
levels)was $146 billion, and the preliminary expenditure
for 1972 was $192,7 billion,^ When working with a budget
that large and an accompanying bureaucracy of that magnitude,
inefficient operations at various levels are almost inevitable.
The division of the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare as proposed would increase the level of efficiency
for each department and as a result, provide beneficiaries
^William K, Tabb, The Political Economy of the Black
Ghetto (New York; W,W, Norton & Co,, 1970), p, 97.
^Ronald C, Frederico, The Social Welfare Institution
Kentucky: D,C, Heath & Co,, 1976), p, II5,
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with more individualized attention. This would also result
in much better opportunities to validly assess the profitability
of the various programs,
2, The second component would involve a restructuring
of social welfare programming so as to encompass the criminal
justice and corrections system. It was demonstrated how
the social fabric contributes to the large number of Third
World people inhabiting prisons and jails. These facts
can no longer be ignored. Just as societal deprivation
leads to the inability to adequately survive in America,
it also leads to situations where crime naturally precipitates.
The government recognizes the former case and responds in
a "benevolent" fashion, so why not ftie latter? The causal
factors are generally identical. This component would also
be synthesized within the legal body, because all cases
would be viewed(or, "re-viewed")in the courts by a peer
group—as gauranteed by the Constitution->-instead of by
all-white juries,as occurs most often,
3, The third component would call for the creation of
a new federal-level cabinet post and accompanying bureaucracy—
the Department of Social Uplift, The function of the DSU
would be to see to it that all human service-related activities
receiving government funds are operating at maximum efficiency,
in terms of improving the quality of the lives of their bene¬
ficiaries, This would be done primarily by external evaluation
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and assessment. At present, many agencies have internal
evaluation systems which are self-serving at best, and
at worst, totally invalid. The fact that the DSU’s functional
activities will be institutionalized(hence, be an ongoing
government process)and scrutinizations will be everpresent
means that all applicable agencies will have to raise their
standard of operations of face govermental sanctions, i.e.,
lose all government-related funding. The DSU would have
government-backed legal Jurisdiction whenever applicable
and necessary. The final determination would probably be
based on critical variables relating to Bell's eight criteria
in evaluating social welfare programs: objectives, legislatiye
authorization, source of funding, administrative structure,
eligibility reqxiirements, coverage, adequacy, and equity,^
This proposal constitutes a humanistic model. Not
only will the proposed modifications in government improve
the quality of life for myriads of oppressed people in the
American community, but thousands of jobs will be created at
all levels. Most important, however, is that a humanistic
bureaucracy—the Department of Social Uplift—will be insti¬
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